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Abstract. Aircraft-basedmeteorologicaland chemicalmeasurementsfrom NASA's
PacificExploratoryMissionsprovidea suitabledatabasefor studyingthe climatology
of horizontal wavenumberspectra in the troposphereoverlying an ocean. The
wavenumberspectraof trace gasand meteorologicalquantitiesaid in identifyingthe
physicalprocesses
producingatmosphericstructuresas well as provide diagnostics
for general circulation models. Flight segmentswere distributed over altitudes
rangingfrom about •- 50 m to 13 krn and 70øSto 60øN in latitude. The spectra
were averagedaccordingto altitude and latitude regions. The wavelengthrange
coveredwas typically •- 0.5-100 kin. Quantities processedin this way were
horizontalvelocity,potential temperature,specifichumidity, and the mixing ratios
of ozone, methane, carbon monoxide,and carbon dioxide. Spectral power and
slope(in log-logcoordinates)corresponding
to the wavelengthregimeof 6-60 km
were tabulated for those measuredquantities. The spectral slopesof horizontal
velocityand potentialtemperaturewere generallycloseto -5/3 with no transition
to a steeperslope at short wavelengthsas seenin someother studies. Spectral
slopesof the tracer speciesalsorangedaround-5/3. This agreementin form of the
dynamicaland tracer spectrais consistentwith both the gravity-waveadvectionand
quasi two-dimensionalturbulencemodels. In the upper tropospherethe spectral
powerfor all quantitiesexceptspecifichumidity tendedto be greater at latitudes
higher than 30ø compared to latitudes lower than 30ø. This latitudinal trend
confirmsthe earlier resultsof the GlobalAtmosphericSamplingProgram.

1.

Introduction

The atmosphereis full of structure at all length and
timescales. The study of the coupling acrossdifferent
scalesis one of the ever-presentchallengesof atmosphericresearch;it is a key issueboth on a fundamental
level and also for applied problems. However, because
of the simultaneousexistenceof multiscaled structure,
it is difficult

to unravel

the interactions

between

them.

One useful approach is to transform space and time
data into wavenumber and frequency domains, effec-

tively decomposingthe observationinto the parts of its
sum, so to speak. One can then compare the distribution of variance density acrossthe wavenumber and frequency spectra to theoretical predictionsthat are based
on different physical models. Perhaps the most famous
exampleof a successfulmatch betweensuch a spectral

modelandobservation
is the k-•/a wavenumber
power
law predictedby Kolmogorov[1941]for homogeneous
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isotropic turbulence. In this case, the prediction of a

-5/3 powerlaw resultssimply from dimensionalanalysis, and the propositionthat within a certain lengthscaleregime(calledthe inertial subrange)kineticenergy cascadesdown from large to small eddieswithout
any loss/gainto/from potential energy. The ideasof
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universalsimilarity popularizedby Kolmogorovin de- would not producethe correctozoneproductionrate
riving this spectralform havebeenappliedto describe if there is variability of NOs within the box. Statistithe characteristicsof not only atmosphericturbulence callyformedspatialvariabilityspectraof tracegasand
but also of oceanic structures and even of fluctuations
meteorological
variablescouldthen be usedto parameproblem,muchlike gravity-wave
in the galactic interstellarmedium that span over 12 terizethe length-scale
spectraare usedas inputs to generalcirculationmoddecades
in spatialscale [Gibson,1991].
But howeverubiquitouslythe -5/3 powerlaw might els. Measuredtracer spectra are also being used as a
appear in wavenumberspectra,three-dimensional
tur- diagnostic
for high-resolution
generalcirculationmodbulence is not necessarilythe underlying mechanism els [Strahan
andMahlman,1994].
In this paperwe presenthorizontalwavenumber
specproducingit. For example,the horizontalwavenumber spectra of kinetic energy in the Earth's atmo- tra of zonaland meridionalvelocities(u and v), po-

sphereexhibita k-5/3 behavior
at scales
of tensand tential temperature(0), specifichumidity(q), ozone,
hundreds
of kilometers[e.g.,Lilly and Petersen,1983] methane,carbonmonoxide,and carbondioxidemixwhere stratification prevents the vertical development ingratioscalculated
fromin situaircraftmeasurements
of turbulent eddies anywhere close to those scales. To taken during the NASA PacificExploratoryMission
explain theseobservations,Dewan [1979]proposeda (PEM). Whilethe primarypurpose
of PEM wasto progravity-wave
cascade,
whileGage[1979]andLilly [1983] vide an assessmentof the atmosphericchemistry over
invokedquasitwo-dimensional
(stratified)turbulence. the Pacific ocean and to study the effectsof emissions
Other observationshave yielded steeperlog-logspectral from its rim populationcenters,the large databaseof
slopes[e.g.,Myrup, 1968],whichhaveprovokedexpla- high-resolution
dynamicaland chemicalobservations
it
nationsusingbuoyancy-modified
turbulence[Bolgiano, producedis amenableto spectralanalysis.Sincemost
1962;Shut,1962;Lumley,1964;Weinstock,
1978]. More of the flightswere over the ocean,variabilityof spectral form due to topographiceffectsis kept to a minimum. However,the wide range in altitudes at which
proachand a wavecascade[Dewan,1991],a saturated the aircraftswereflown providesadditionalinformation
cascade[Dewan,1994, 1997],linear-instabilitysatura- to previousclimatologicalstudies.
Here we will focus on the overall statistical averages
tion with separablevertical wavenumberand frequency
of
each spectralquantity and their variation with respectra [Gardneret al., 1993]and diffusivefiltering
spect
to altitude and latitude. We will comment on
[Gardner,1994].The quasitwo-dimensional
turbulence
ideas have also been further developedfor wavenumber their implicationsfor physicalmechanisms
in section5.
In subsequentpaperswe will explorethe relationships
spectralpredictions[e.g.,Mahalov½tal., 1998].
For chemicalmodelers,spatial variability studiessuch between the various measured quantities and conduct
as this one provide a real measure of the fluctuation specificcasestudiesto delvemore deeplyinto the physpower at different length scales.At this point in time, ical mechanismsthat generate the observedspectra.
recentlygravity-wavetheorieshave beendevelopedfor
horizontal wavenumber spectra via a similitude ap-

even the state-of-the-art atmospheric chemical models work on spatially averagedquantities inside a box
with fairly large dimensions. For example, a threedimensional chemical transport model by M•'ller and

2. Experiment Description

Brasseur[1995] usesa 5øx5ø latitude-longitudegrid

periment(GTE) [McNealet al., 1983]sponsored
by

with a vertical resolution of 1-2 km in the upper troposphere. Given the high degree of spatial variability in
the meteorologicaland trace gas quantities inside such
a box, modelersneed to begin taking into accountthese
inhomogeneities.Chemicalreactionrates can be highly
nonlinear,sothe output of an averagedinput quantity is
not necessarilyequal to the averagedoutput of multiple
inputs at finer resolution. Such resolutiondependency
has shown up quite strongly in model calculations of

PEM is part of the NASA global troposphericexthe TroposphericChemistry Program. There have been

three PEMs so far: PEM-West PhaseA [Hoell et al.,
1996], PEM-West PhaseB [Hoell et al., 1997],and
PEM-TropicsPhaseA [Hoellet al., thisissue].(We will
hereafter refer to these three campaignsas PWA, PWB,

and PT, respectively.) PWA and PWB were mainly

conducted over the northwestern Pacific to study the
advection of anthropogenicpollutants from the Asian
continent and rim islands and their impact on atmochemicalozoneloss [Edouardet al., 1996]. Recently, spheric chemistry especially on ozone and the sulfur

Sparlinget al. [1998]usedmeasuredsubgrid-scale
vari- cycle. PWA was conductedin the fall (1991) when
ance in C10 concentration

to estimate

the error caused

by model calculationsthat are too coarseto explicitly
includesucheffects. Another good exampleof this kind
of nonlinearity is the dependenceof ozone production
rate on NOs, where the rate is positive for an intermediate rangeof NO• mixing ratios but negativefor values

outsideof that range [Brasseuret al., 1996]. Usingan
averagevalue of NOs abundancewithin the model box

the lower tropospheric flow tended to be ocean-to-

continent,while PWB was held in the spring(1994)
when

the outflow

from

the Asian

continent

was max-

imized. PT was conductedin the late summer/fall
(1996) and concentratedon the centraland southern
Pacific, which are far away from continental sourcesof
chemicals and aerosols. All three missions used a DC-8

astheirairborneplatform;an additionalaircraft(P-3B)
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was flown during PT. Figure 1 showsthe flight routes
duringPEM. Note that the DC-8 and P-3B flew mostly
different tracks during PT; hereafter, we will refer to
the data from the PT DC-8 flights as PTD, and the
data from the PT P-3B flights as PTP.
Typically each flight was composed of several
straight-and-level
tracksat differentaltitudesconnected
by steepclimbsand descentsthat wereeither straightor
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tion systemprovidedthe height(pressurealtitude) and
heading data at a 1-Hz data rate. The DC-8 had a
flight ceiling of 12.5 km, while the P-3B had a ceiling
of 8.4 km. Because of this difference in performance,

the altitude distribution of the flight routes also differed for the two aircraft. For the DC-8, the mode was
at 9 km, whereasit was at 5 km for the P-3B. Figure 2

and Figure 3 show this comparisonfor PT. The cruis-

spiraling.
•s themarine
boundary
layer(MBL)wasa ing air speedsincreasedwith height. The DC-8 had air
regionof interest,eachflight usuallycontainedat least
onesegmentat an altitude -,• 300 m or less.We decided
on an arbitrary segmentlength of-,• 100 km for the
spectraltransform as a good compromisebetweengettinginformationonlonger-scale
(-,• 1000-km)structures
and obtaininga sufficientnumber(i.e., morethan several) of spectrafor statisticalpurposes.This placesour
study more in the length regimecoveredby Bacmeister
et al. [1996]than in the lengthscalesof the GlobalAtmosphericSamplingProgram(GASP) [Nastromand
Gage,1985]. Table 1 givesthe distributionof the number of straight-and-levelflight segmentswith respectto
altitude and latitude. We defined straight-and-levelas
a flight segmentthat remainedwithin -t-15m in height
and -t-7.50in azimuthalheading. The aircraft navigaPEM

FLIGHT

speedsthat variedfrom •0 125 m s-1 in the MBL to
•0 250 m s-1 at the highestaltitudes,whilethe turbopropP-3B air speedrangedfrom --• 110 m s-1 in the
MBL to •0 160m s-1 at its highestheights.
Of the atmospheric parameters measured during
PEM, we chose for this study dynamical and thermal

observationsas well as trace gas measurementswith
resolution and continuity suitable for spectral analysis.
Hence we have calculated wavenumberspectra of horizontal velocity, potential temperature, specific humidity, and the mixing ratios of ozone, methane, carbon
monoxide, and carbon dioxide.
The timesand locationsof individual flightsas well as
the complete instrumentation lists including technique
used, accuracy, and precision can be found in •he refROUTES
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Figure 1. Map of flight tracksflown during the PacificExploratoryMissions:PEM-West A

(thin solidline), PEM-WestB (thin dashedline), PEM-Tropics
A DC-8 (heavysolidline), and
PEM-TropicsA P-3B (heavydashedline).
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Table 1. Number of Straight-and-Level100-kmFlight SegmentsVersus
Altitude

and Latitude

Latitude

Mission

> 50øN

30ø-50øN

10ø-30øN

10øS-10øN

30ø-10øS

< 30øS

Grand

total

z < 1 km

1-5 km

DC-8

> 11 km

Total

PWA

2

3

27

0

32

PWB
Total

0
2

5
8

25
52

0
0

3O
62

PWA

8

28

63

53

152

PWB
PTD
PTP
Total

30
2
5
45

52
3
21
104

132
32
3O
257

17
0
0
70

231
37
56
476

PWA

24

38

144

22

228

PWB
PTD
PTP
Total

24
I
7
56

73
4
12
127

205
24
37
410

0
0
0
22

302
29
56
615

PWA

6

7

34

3

50

PWB
PTD
PTP
Total

10
7
21
44

3
15
23
48

63
86
29
212

12
10
0
25

88
118
73
329

PTD

12

35

174

20

241

PTP
Total

8
20

37
72

48
222

0
20

93
334

PTD

9

20

64

I

94

PTP
Total

0
9

3
23

9
73

0
I

12
106

= 1922.

erencesgiven in this section for PWA, PWB, and PT.
In Table 2 we give the sampling periods and the estimated instrument responsetimes for the data used in
this study. The larger values would then be the effective time resolutionof the data. Here we give a brief
description of each measurementtype.

PEM Tropics

5-11 km

Horizontal velocity was calculatedfrom the heading,
ground track, and ground speed data given by the in-

ertial navigationsystem(DelcoCarouselIVA-3 for the
DC-8 andHoneywellYG1854Lasereffor the P-3B) and
the true air speed derived from the total temperature,
static pressure,and differential pressure.Total air tem-
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Figure 2. Distribution oI straight-and-level100-km
flight segmentsversusaltitude for the DC-8 during Figure 3. Distribution of straight-and-level100-km
PEM Tropics A. The altitudes are rounded off to the flightsegments
versusaltitudefor the P-3BduringPEM
nearestkilometer. Thus 0 km includesheightsup to Tropics A. The altitudes are rounded off to the nearest
500 m.
kilometer. Thus 0 km includesheightsup to 500 m.
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Resolution
PWB

PTD

PTP

For this and all subsequenttables PWA is PEM-West A, PWB is PEM-West B,
PTD is PEM-Tropics A DC-8, and PTP is PEM-Tropics A P-3B. The number on the

left sideof the backslashis the data samplingperiod, while the numberon the right is
the estimated instrument responsetime. Thus the effective data time resolution is the

greater of the two numbers. Seesection2 for further information. Letters in square
bracketsdenote the principal investigatorfor the measurement:A is Anderson,B is
Barrick, C is Carroll, G is Gregory, and S is Sachse.

Ozone was measuredin situ on the DC-8 employing
perature was measuredwith a Rosemount102 AH2Ag
system,the static pressurewith a Rosemount1201F2 the NO + Oa chemiluminescence
principle [Cloughand
capacitivesensor,and the differentialpressurewith a Thrush,1967]. On the basisof the sampleexchange
Rosemount1221F2 capacitivesensor. We estimate the rate at sea level, the responsetime of the probe was
windspeed
errorto beabout-t-1m s-1 mostofit com- estimated to be • i s with faster responseat higher
ing from the true air speedinstruments. Systematic altitudes. Samples were taken at 5 Hz then averaged
errors with periods much longer than ~ 15 min were to the data resolutionsgiven in Table 2. The same
not a problem in this study, since the data segments detection principle, although with different hardware
spectrallyanalyzedwere neverlongerthan 15 min.
[Ridleyet al., 1992],wasusedin the P-3B ozoneinstruPotential temperature was calculated from the static ment. Although the inlet line lengthsused on someof
air temperatureand the static pressure(0.3% accu- the flightswere quite long (~ 7 m), whichcouldhave
racy). The static temperaturewas calculatedfrom degradedthe effectivetime resolutionvia the differenthe equation,
T - Tt/(1 + 0.2Ma2),whereTt was tial cross-sectionalflow speedwithin the tube, comparison of spectra for different line lengthsshowedno apthe total air temperature(+1 K accuracy),and Ma {5[(ptt/p
+ 1)5/7- 1]}•/2 wastheMachnumber
calcu- preciabledifferencein high-wavenumbercutoff behav-

latedfromthe differentialpressure,
pd (0.3%accuracy), ior. Thus the responsetime for this instrument also
and the static pressure;the effectsof dynamic heating

appeared to be ~ 1 s. Ozone data from both instru-

werethusremoved [Stickneyet al., 1990]. We chose ments were correctedfor water-vapor quenchingusing
to usepotentialtemperatureinsteadof temperatureto
minimize the influenceof aircraft bobbing. However,in
fact, comparisons
of temperatureand potentialtemperature spectrashowedonly slight differences.
Specifichumiditywascalculatedfrom the staticpressureandthe dew/frostpointtemperature.On the P-3B
the dew/frostpoint wasmeasuredby a thermoelectric
chilledmirror two-stagehygrometer(GE 1011B' 223323 K range and 0.5-1 K accuracy). During PWA a
three-stagehygrometer(EG&:G300' 198-348K range
and +1 K accuracy)was used. For PWB and PTD
a compositespecifichumidity was calculatedfrom the
measurementsmade by the two-stage,three-stage,and
a cryogenicchilledmirror system(Buck ResearchCR1' 183-303K rangeand 0.5-1 K accuracy),whichextended the limit of measurementto the highestlevelsof
the DC-8 flights. The compositeparameterwas dominated by the cryogenicdata. The responsetime varied
for eachinstrumentand with dew/frostpoint. For high
dew pointsthe responsetime was as fast as 2 s, but for
low dew/frostpointsit wasas slowas 20 s.

the humidity measurements.
Methane

and carbon monoxide were measured with a

diodelaserin situ [Collinset al., 1996],usinga differential absorptiontechnique. Again, the responsetime
wasestimatedto be ~ i s basedon the sampleexchange
rate. There were quasi-periodicgaps in the data of order 30 s every ~ 10 min due to the real-time calibration
procedure.

Carbon dioxide was measuredwith a nondispersive

infraredspectrometer[Anderson
et al., 1996].It shared
the gas sampling system with the diode laser. Thus
its responsetime was also ~ i s. Except for PWB,
however,the archived datasets for CO, CH4, and CO2
were 5-s averages.

3. Spectral Analysis Procedure
Each data segment was windowed in the time do-

main with the Hann (sometimes
called"banning")taper, spectrallytransformedusingthe fast Fourier trans-

form (FFT), then the squareof the magnitudetakento
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For horizontal velocity we were limited to data from
form the frequencyspectrum. The mean was subtracted
from the data prior to windowing to remove any gross the PEM West missions and PTD, because the wind
DC bias, but note that the windowing operation gen- direction data were not of goodquality in PTP. Figure 4
erally reintroducesa slight DC component. The Harm displays the horizontal velocity spectra from PWA in
window

was chosen in order to minimize

sidelobe lev-

els in the Fourier domain at the expense of degraded
resolution. Since our main interest was in the spectral
form rather than in isolated narrow peaks, this choice
seemed to be the optimal compromise. The sidelobe
suppressionwas especially critical since we expected
"red-noise"powerlaw spectrathat rapidly decayedwith
increasingfrequency. A rectangular window, for example, producesspectral sidelobesthat fall off only as
the squareof frequency,so a spectrum steeperthan an
inverse-squarelaw would be obscured by the windowing artifact. We tested our analysisprogram with inputs that consistedof Gaussian white noise convolved
with finite impulse responsefilters with power law outputs and found that it worked well in reproducingthe
expected spectral form for power laws as steep as -4.
The number of FFT points taken varied with the data
sampling period, from 1024 for 0.5-s sampling to 128
for 5-s sampling. The idea was to have the time segments span the space-domain equivalent of --• 100 km.
If there were any missingdata points within the segment, then it was not used. To provide improved statistical certainty the frequency spectra were smoothed
by averagingover different altitude and latitude ranges.
They were then transformed to horizontal wavenumber space via Taylor's hypothesis using the mean air
speed of the averagingperiod. Taylor's hypothesisis
valid for turbulence, and it should also work well for
gravity-wave spectra provided that the aircraft speed

the MBL.

The

solid line is zonal

and the dashed line

is meridional. Two sample variability bars are included

for the zonal spectrum.They are plus/minustwicethe
standard deviation divided by the square root of the

number of spectral averages,i.e., the 95% confidence
limit for a normal distribution. Every spectral figure
hereafter will include these sample variability bars for
the solid line plot. Also, every spectral plot will include

a k-s/• lineasa guideto theeye.
Horizontal velocity spectra from PTD in the lower
troposphereare shownin Figure 5. The spectralslope
is steeper than in Figure 4. This was true for all three
campaigns for which velocity data are available: The
horizontal velocity spectra were steeper in the free atmospherethan in the MBL within eachcampaign.We
shall summarizethesekindsof findingsin tableslater in
the paper. Note that the spectrain Figure 4 extendto
higher wavenumbers
than the spectrain Figure 5 even
thoughthe samplingrates werethe samefor both figures. This was due to the aircraft flying more slowly
in the MBL and thus effectivelyreducingthe minimum
samplingdistance.
In Figure 6 we compare MBL potential tempera-

ture spectrafrom PTD (solidline) and PTP (dashed
line). The measurements
and parametercalculations
were done in the sameway, but the platforms weredifferent and the routes flown were not alwaysthe same.
Note alsothat becauseof the differencein aircraft performance, the height distribution of flight segments
wasgreaterthan --•100m s- • [(Jar'drier'
and (Jar'drier',within the 5-11-km range differed markedly between
1993],whichwastrue for all our flight segments.How- PTD andPTP (Figure2 andFigure3). Thereis some

ever, becausethe air speedwas never perfectly constant,
one must expect some "smearing"acrossthe wavenumber bins. Note that this complication also existed for
all past aircraft wavenumber spectral analysesof which

difference in the spectral powers at higher wavenumbers, but otherwise they are quite consistent. There is
a bigger differencein power at higher altitudes, also at

we

tial temperature spectra had slopes that encompassed

are

aware.

higherwavenumbers
(Figure7). In general,the poten-5/3 within the boundsof statistical uncertaintyre-

4.

Data

Presentation

We begin by showingexample spectra from each of
the measuredquantities. The implications of these observations will be discussedin the section 5. Spectral
averageswere taken with respect to four altitude re-

gardlessof aircraft, altitude, or latitude.
Specific humidity is not a good passive tracer becausewater vapor can changephase to water and ice.
Nevertheless, spatial variability of humidity is of inter-

est in itself. Althoughthe PTD (solidline) and PTP
(dashedline) spectrain Figure8 showgoodagreement,
gions(< 1 kin, 1-5 km, 5-11 km, and > 11 kin) and the PWA and PWB resultsin the MBL (not shown)
six latitudezones(< 30øS,30ø-10øS,10øS-10øN,100- were quite different in power. We believe the peak in
30øN, 30ø-50øN,and > 50øN). Data from all latitudes the PTD curve at the high wavenumberend can be atwere usedin the height-dependentresults,but only data tributed to the heating/coolingtime constantfor the
from the 5-11 km altitude

bin were used in the latitude-

dependent results. We applied this procedure to min-

hygrometers' chilled mirrors, especially for the cryogenic system. Similar peaks showedup at higher al-

imize the injectionof heightdependency(especiallyof titudes (Figure 9) in the PTD data. However,in any
the MBL region, which was sometimesquite different

case,
thehigh-wavenumber
region
(beyond
• 0.3km-•)

from the free-tropospheric
results)into the latitudinal

should not be taken

results. We chosethe 5-11 km region becauseit had

and variableresponsetimes of the dew/frost point instruments,especially
at lowdew/frostpoints(generally

the mostnumberof flight segments(Table 1).

at face value because of the slow
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Figure 4. Horizontalwavenumber
variancespectrafor zonal(solidline) andmeridional(dashed
line) wind fluctuations.The title abovethe plot givesthe campaignname,data type, altitude
range, FFT length, and the numberof spectralaverages,respectively.Two samplevariability
barsare shownfor the zonalspectrum.They are plus/minustwicethe standarddeviationdivided
by the square root of the number of spectral averages.
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Figure5. Horizontal
wavenumber
variance
spectra
forzonal(solid
line)andmeridional
(dashed
line)windfluctuations.
Thetitleabove
theplotgives
thecampaign
nameandaircraft
type,data

type,altituderange,FFT length,andthenumber
ofspectral
averages,
respectively.
SeeFigure4
captionfor further explanations.
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PEMTropicsDC-8,P-3B 0 z < 1 km NFFT
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Figure 6. Horizontalwavenumber
variancespectraof potentialtemperature
for PTD (solid
line) andPTP (dashedline)data. The title abovethe plot givesthe campaignnameandaircraft
types,data type, altituderange,FFT length,and the numberof spectralaverages
for the PTD
and PTP data, respectively.SeeFigure 4 captionfor further explanations.

high altitudes). The steepening
of the spectralslopes still generallymore variable than the velocity and poat high wavenumbersin Figure 9 was most likely the
result of the slownessof the chilledmirror response.
The mixing ratio variance spectra of ozone, which
shouldbe a better passivetracer than water vapor, were

PEMTropicsDC-8,
104

P-3B

tentiM temperature spectra but more consistentacross
platforms and campaignsthan the water vapor spectra.

Figure 10 displaysspectrafrom PWA (solidline) and
PWB (dashedline) in the MBL. They havesignificantly
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Figure 7. Sameas Figure6, exceptfor an altituderangeof 5-11 kin.
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Figure8. Same
asFigure
6,except
thatthedatatypeisspecific
humidity.
thisspectral
featurewasonlypresent
in thePTD data
so),webelieve
it wasaninstrumental
tohigher
wavenumbers
because
thefinersampling
time (butconsistently
artifact. We arecurrentlyinvestiof the data alloweda higherNyquistlimit. In the 1-5- or dataprocessing

different forms. Note the extensionof the PWB curve

kmrangetheozonespectra
weremoreconsistent
across gating this matter.
For the remainingchemicalspeciesunderanalysis
platforms
andcampaigns
(e.g.,Figure11). Again,the
periodwas5 s,except
PWBfor
difference
in the wavenumber
rangewasdueto the dif- here,thedatasampling
ferentdata samplingrate. Note, however,the large whichwewereprovidedwith a 1-ssampletime,which
isexpected
to bethelimit of theinstrumental
response.
spectral
peakinthePTDcurve
at-• 3 km-Z.Because
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thatthedatatypeisozone.
Time gapsdue to real-time instrumentalcalibration also

ure 14. We would expect methane and carbon dioxide

made fewer 100-km segmentsavailable. Here we plot
PWB versusPTD spectrato comparethe resultsof

to havebeenexcellenttracersbecause
of theirlonglifetimes,and especiallyin the uppertroposphere
because

the differentresolutions.
We chose
the 5-11-kmrange thesources
werefar awayat groundlevel.(Ozone,howbecause
it hadthe maximumnumberof spectrafor av- ever, had sourceson the ground,in the stratosphere,
eraging. Methane mixing ratio spectraare shownin

and in between(lightning).) And we do seethat the

Figure12,carbonmonoxide
spectraareshownin Fig- consistency
of their spectraweregoodacrossthe differure 13, and carbondioxidespectraare shownin Fig- ent campaignsand platforms. The levelingoff of the
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Figure 12. Horizontalwavenumber
variancespectraof methanemixingratiofor PWB (solid
line)andPTD (dashed
line)data. The title abovethe plot givesthe campaign
names,datatype,
altitude range,FFT lengths,and the numberof spectralaveragesfor the PWB and PTD data,
respectively.SeeFigure 4 captionfor further explanations.

Since plotting and displayingall spectra calculated
are
not possiblein journal paper format, we have summixing
ratiospectra
at k/(2rr)> 0.4km-• wasprobamarized
the results instead by compiling in tables the
bly the instrumentalnoisefloor becauseit happened
two
main
spectral parameters,power and slope,versus
consistentlyat the same power level respectivelyfor
PWB methane, carbon monoxide,and carbon dioxide

altitude and latitude. As we have seenabove, there were

each species.
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Figure 13. SameasFigure12, exceptthat the data type is carbonmonoxide
mixingratio.
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Figure 14. Sameas Figure 12, exceptthat the data type is carbondioxidemixingratio.

instrumentaland data processingartifacts and the hitting of noisefloors at high wavenumbersin someof the

a certain pattern emergedregardlessof the differences,

then we could have more confidencethat the pattern
measurements.Also, somespectrahad k/(2rr) lower was more universal than merely the characteristicof a
limits that did not quite reach the nominal target of certain place, time, instrument, or data processingtech0.01 km-1. Thereforewe tookthe spectralintegra- nique.
Tables 3 and 4 list spectral power versus altitude.
tion andslopefittingoverthe range0.0167km-1 <

k/(2•r) < 0.167km-1 (corresponding
to 6-60 km in Somethingsto note are (1) there was a tendencyfor
wavelength).To determinethe slope,we performeda
least squaresfit of the spectrumin log-logcoordinates
to a straight line. The input error in one dimensionwas
the standard deviation divided by the squareroot of the
number of spectral averages,while the input error in
the other dimension

was the half-width

half-maximum

of the Hann window spectral power function. The resuiting uncertainties in the fitted slopes are given in
the tables. We also kept track of the goodness-of-fit
parameter, •, which was the proBaBility that a value
of chi-square as poor as the value for the fit should
haveoccurredby chance.In the tables we haveflagged
slope valuesthat had • < 0.1 to alert the reader that
a straight line may not have been a good model for the
log-logspectrum in that case.
In making comparisons,one must realize that there
were other variables

besides altitude

and latitude.

The

MBL values of horizontal velocity, potential temperature, and ozone to be lower than the free tropospheric

values,(2) above the MBL there was no systematic
changewith height in any of the spectralpower quanti-

ties exceptfor specifichumidity, (3) abovethe MBL
the specific humidity spectral powers decreasedwith

height,(4) the PWA specifichumidityspectralpowers
were much higher than for the other campaigns,and

(5) from the surfaceup to 5 km, PTD chemicaltracer
spectralpowerswere the lowestof the four campaigns.
Tables 5 and 6 list log-log spectral slope versusal-

titude. Here we note that (1) the horizontalvelocity
spectralslopestended to be shallowerin the MBL than

in thefreeatmosphere,
(2) the horizontalvelocityspectral slopesabovethe MBL weregenerallycloseto -5/3
but in somecaseswere slightly steeperor shallowerby

PWA and PWB campaigns were conducted in the
northwesternPacific, while the PT flights were mainly

amountsgreater than the uncertaintyvalues,(3) the
potential temperature spectralslopesat all heightsencompassed
-5/3 within the boundsof the error bars,

in the central and southeastern

(4) the specifichumidityspectralslopeswerequitevari-

Pacific. PWA was held

in the fall, while PWB was in the spring. In somecases able with slopesthat were significantlysteeper than

(like ozone),differentinstrumentsand data processing -5/3 in somecases,(5) the ozonespectralslopeswere
generallycloseto -5/3 but in somecaseswereslightly

were used. On one hand, these differencesmade the
comparisonof resultsdifficult, but, on the other hand, if

steeperor shallowerby amountsgreaterthan the uncer-
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Table 3. Spectral Power of Horizontal Wind, Potential Temperature, and SpecificHumidity Versus
Altitude for Horizontal WavelengthBetween 6 and 60 km

Height
< 1 km

1-5 km

5-11 km

> 11 km

Mission
PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
PWA
PWB
PTD

P•, m2 s-2

Pv,m2 s-2

0.24 4- 0.02 [45]
0.32 -+-0.03 [621
0.20 4- 0.02 [54]
......
0.29 4- 0.03 [65]
0.39 q- 0.03 [116]
0.38 q- 0.04 [84]
......
0.41 q- 0.03 [212]
0.34 q- 0.02 [309]
0.31 q- 0.02 [320]
......
0.45 q- 0.04 [49]
0.50 q- 0.07 [19]
0.22 q- 0.02 [26]

0.32 4- 0.06 [45]
0.54 -+-0.10 [62]
0.16 4- 0.02 [541

PTP

Po,K2

0.38 q- 0.05 [65]
0.46 q- 0.05 [116]
0.31 q- 0.03 [84]
0.48 q- 0.03 [212]
0.41 q- 0.02 [309]
0.36 q- 0.02 [320]
0.61 q- 0.12 [49]
0.47 q- 0.07 [19]
0.24 q- 0.03 [26]

pq,10-a 32 kg-2

0.058 4- 0.027 [56]
1500 4- 1100 [50]
0.032 -+-0.005 [621
38 -+-5 [551
0.017 4- 0.002 [54]
55 4- 8 [541
0.018 4- 0.003 [85]
110 4- 20 [85]
0.061 q- 0.008 [72] 6000 q- 3700 [72]
0.082 q- 0.008 [116] 120 q- 40 [108]
0.088 q- 0.015 [84]
130 q- 20 [79]
0.038 q- 0.003 [151] 110 q- 20 [150]
0.044 q- 0.003 [220]
11 q- I [139]
0.079 q- 0.006 [309]
0.43 q- 0.07 [283]
0.042 q- 0.003 [320]
4.2 q- 0.6 [310]
0.040 q- 0.003 [203]
24 q- 3 [199]
0.15 q- 0.02 [58]
...
0.10 q- 0.02 [19]
3.1•q-0.6•[17]
0.023 q- 0.004 [261
6.4•q- 2.2•[231

............

Numbers in square brackets denote the number of spectra averaged. The uncertainty figures are the
standard deviation divided by the square root of the number of spectral averagesfor each spectral bin,
which were then carried through the summation process.The ellipsesindicate no data.

• 10-6 32 kg-2.

tainty values,(6) the carbonmonoxidespectralslopes
in the MBL weresignificantlysteeperthan -5/3, and
(7) the carbondioxidespectralslopeswith morethan 4
spectralaverages
encompassed
-5/3 within the bounds

chemicaltracer spectralpowersgenerallyincreasedwith

of the error bars.

latitude.

Tables 7 and 8 list spectral power versus latitude.
Only data from the altitude rangeof 5-11 km were used
to minimize the convolutionof any height-dependentef-

latitudes higher than 300 comparedto latitudes lower

than 300, (2) the specifichumidity spectralpowers
rangedwidelywith no discerniblepattern, and (3) the
Tables 9 and 10 list spectral slope versus latitude.

Few patterns were discerniblein these tables. Again,
the spectralslopesfor horizontalvelocity,potential tem-

fects.Note that (1) the horizontalvelocityand poten- perature,and ozonedid not departvery far from -5/3,
tial temperaturespectralpowerstendedto be greaterat

with perhapsa slight preferencetoward steepervalues.

Table 4. Spectral Power of Ozone, Methane, Carbon Monoxide, and Carbon Dioxide Mixing
Ratios Versus Altitude for Horizontal Wavelength Between 6 and 60 km

Height

Mission

< 1 km

PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP

1.9 q- 0.3 [45]
2.7 q- 0.7 [14]
0.84 q- 0.27 [50] 4.3 q- 1.1 [12]
0.22 q- 0.04 [50] 0.$0 4- 0.11 [9]
0.53 q- 0.13 [53] 16 q- 10 [9]
6.3 q- 0.7 [70]
7.9 q- 1.7 [19]
5.6 q- 1.1 [95]
9.6 q- 2.8 [11]
2.5 + 0.3 [82]
•.a q- 0.2 [14]
6.7 q- 1.6 [90]
3.3 + 0.S [34]
6.7 q- 0.S [190]
7.3 q- 0.9 [55]
21 q- 5 [185]
4.8 q- 1.0 [39]
11 + 2 [300]
3.3 q- 0.6 [45]
3.6 q- 0.4 [141]
8.7 q- 1.2 [41]

PWA
PWB
PTD

19 q- 3 [481
0.16 q- 0.03 [11]
5.1 q- 1.6 [26]

1-5 km

5-11 km

> 11 km

PTP

Poa,ppbv2

Pc•I4,ppbv2

4.8 q- 1.0 [121
5.3 q- 1.3 [2]
0.66 q- 0.22 [6]

Pco, ppbv2

Pco2, 10-3 ppmv2

0.92 q- 0.21 [14]
4.4 q- 1.7 [13]
0.38 q- 0.12 [10]
5.6 q- 3.8 [10]
4.2 q- 1.3 [19]
23 q- 10 [22]
1.3 q- 0.4 [lS]
3.6 q- 0.8 [37]
3.4 q- 0.4 [SS]
3.5 q- 0.7 [52]
5.6 q- 1.3 [54]
6.1 q- 1.0 [49]

12 q- 6 [14]
12 q- [13]
1.7 q- 0.3 [7]
6.3 q- 3.4 [10]
11 q- 3 [12]
26 q- 5 [15]
3.2 + 0.8 [•2]
11 q- 2 [40]
7.0 q- 1.0 [Sl]
11 q- 2 [51]
6.2 q- 1.2 [44]
12 q- 5 [49]

2.3 q-0:6 [121
0.66 q- 0.12 [4]
0.70 q- 0.23 [5]

2.8 4- 0.4 [61
1.6 q- 0.2 [4]
5.8 q- 2.0 [4]

............

Numbersin squarebracketsdenotethe numberof spectraaveraged.The uncertaintyfiguresare the
standarddeviationdividedby the squareroot of the numberof spectralaveragesfor eachspectralbin,
which were then carried through the summation process.
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Table 5. Spectral Slope of Horizontal Wind, Potential Temperature, and SpecificHumidity VersusAltitude for Horizontal Wavelength Between 6 and 60 km
Height

Mission

S,•

S,,

So

Sq

< 1 km

PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
PWA
PWB
PTD

-0.97 4- 0.22 [45]
-0.97 4- 0.16 [62]
-1.5 4- 0.2 [54]
.......
-1.2 4- 0.2 [65]
-1.5 4- 0.2 [116]
-2.0 4- 0.2 [84]
.......
-1.7 4- 0.1 [212]
-1.5 4- 0.1•[309]
-2.1 4- 0.1 [320]
.......
-1.8 4- 0.2 [49]
-1.9 4- 0.2 [19]
-1.5 4- 0.2 [26]

-1.3 4- 0.3 [45]
-1.3 4- 0.2 [62]
-1.6 4- 0.2 [54]

-2.2 4- 0.6 [56]
-1.7 4- 0.3 [62]
-2.0 4- 0.3 [54]
2.1 4- 0.4 [85]
-1.7 4- 0.2 [72]
-1.5 4- 0.2 [116]
-1.7 4- 0.3 [84]
1.8 4- 0.2 [151]
-1.6 q- 0.1 [220]
-1.8 4- 0.1 [309]
-1.7 4- 0.1 [320]
1.6 4- 0.2 [203]
-1.9 q- 0.2 [58]
-1.9 4- 0.3 [19]
-1.7 4- 0.2 [26]

-2.6 4- 0.6 [50]
-1.7 4- o.a
-1.8 4- 0.3 [54]
-1.8 4- o.a [8s]
-2.7 4- 1.0 [72]
-2.9 4- 0.6 [108]
-1.7 4- 0.2 [79]
-1.7 4- o.a [150]
-2.1 4- 0.2 [139]
-2.5 4- o.a [280]
-1.5 4- 0.2 [310]
-1.5 4- o.a [199]

1-5 km

5-11 km

> 11 km

PTP

-1.9 4- 0.2 [65]
-1.8 4- 0.2 [116]
-2.0 4- 0.2 [84]

-1.5 q- 0.2 [212]
-1.8 4- 0.1•[309]
-2.1 q- 0.1 [320]
-2.0 q- 0.2 [49]
-1.8 4- 0.2 [19]
-2.4 4- 0.3 [26]

.........

ß

.

.

-2.3 4- 0.4 [17]
-4.2 4- 0.8
.

,

.

Numbers in squarebracketsdenote the number of spectra averaged.
•Goodness-of-fit parameter, Q, less than 0.1.

The slopesfor methane,carbonmonoxide,and carbon evidentduringGASP (whichwasmainlyconfined
to the
dioxide were more widely scattered, but this was not cruisingaltitudesof commercialairliners)to a rangeof
unexpecteddue to the smaller number of spectra that
were availablefor averaging.
5.

Discussion

altitudesthroughoutthe free troposphere.For example,
the horizontal velocity spectral powersin Tables 3 and
7 were all within a factor of 3, and the potential temperature spectral slopesacrossall altitudes could be called

-5/3 within their uncertaintyranges. Another recent

Above the MBL, our results for horizontal velocity study usingan extensiveaircraft-acquireddata set from
and potential temperature were in general agreement the stratosphereindicated a change in spectral slope
with those from GASP, which showedspectral slopes from-5/3 to -3 at a wavelength
of-,• 3 km [Bacmeis-

closeto -5/3 in the horizontalwavelengthrangeof 2.6- ter et al., 1996],with the potentialtemperaturespectral
300 km [Nastromand Gage,1985].Our resultsextend slopea bit steeperthan the horizontalvelocityspectral
the remarkableuniversalityof spectral power and slope slope at wavelengthsgreater than -,• 10 km. Although
Table 6. SpectralSlopeof Ozone, Methane, Carbon Monoxide,and Carbon Dioxide
Mixing RatiosVersusAltitude for HorizontalWavelengthBetween6 and 60 km
Height

Mission

< 1 km

PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
PWA
PWB
PTD

1-5 km

5-11 km

> 11km

PTP

,oq'O3

-0.744- 0.14 [45]
-1.9 4- 0.3 [50]
-1.5 4- 0.4 [50]
-1.7 4- 0.4 [53]
-1.4 4- 0.2 [70]
-1.9 4- 0.3 [95]
-1.6 4- 0.2 [82]
-2.2 4- 0.4 [90]
-1.4 4- 0.1 [190]
-2.1 4- 0.3 [185]
-1.9 4- 0.2 [000]
-1.8 4- 0.2 [141]
-1.6 4- 0.2 [48]
-1.6 4- 0.2 [11]
-2.7 + 0.6 [26]
............

,--•q'C
H4

-2.1 4- 0.4 [14]
-1.8 4- 0.3 [12]
-1.4 4- 0.3 [9]
-2.4 4- 0.7 [9]
-2.0 4- 0.4 [19]
-2.0 4- 0.3 [11]
-1.5 4- 0.3 [14]
-1.6 4- 0.3 [34]
-2.6 4- 0.2 [55]
-2.0 4- 0.2 [39]
-1.6 4- o.a [45]
-1.1 4- 0.2 [41]
-2.6 4- 0.4 [12]
-2.5 4- 0.2•[2]
-1.6 + 0.3 [6]

,oq'CO

-2.6 4- 0.4 [14]
-2.6 4- 0.5 [13]
-2.9 4- 0.7 [10]
-3.0 4- 1.0 [10]
-2.5 4- 0.5 [19]
-2.7 4- 0.6 [22]
-1.5 4- 0.2 [15]
-1.9 4- 0.3 [37]
-2.6 4- 0.2 [55]
-2.0 4- 0.2 [52]
-2.04- o.a [54]
-1.7 4- 0.3 [49]
-2.4 4- 0.4 [12]
-2.2 4- 0.4 [4]
-2.0 + 0.S[S]

Numbersin squarebracketsdenotethe numberof spectraaveraged.
•Goodness-of-fitparameter, Q, lessthan 0.1.

,oq'C
O2

-2.3 4- 1.0 [14]
-1.5 4- 0.2 [13]
-1.5 4- 0.3 [7]
-1.6 4- 0.5 [10]
-2.0 4- 0.4 [12]
-1.5 4- 0.3 [15]
-1.5 4- 0.3 [12]
-1.7 4- 0.3 [40]
-1.6 4- 0.1 [51]
-1.6 4- 0.2 [51]
-1.7 4- 0.2 [44]
-1.5 4- 0.3 [49]
-1.8 4- 0.3 [6]
-2.8 4- 0.6•[4]
-3.3 + 0.9 [4]
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Table 7. Spectral
Powerof Horizontal
Wind,Potential
Temperature,
andSpecific
HumidityVersus
Latitude for HorizontalWavelengthBetween6 and 60 km

Latitude Mission P•, m2 s-2
> 50øN

Pv,m2 s-2

Po,K2

pq,10-3g2kg-2

0.73-I-0.11[23]
0.444-0.05[17]
0.724- 0.09[48]
0.514-0.05[97]
0.344-0.06[25]

0.0624- 0.015[24]
0.154- 0.02[17]
0.0464- 0.005[50]
0.124- 0.01[97]
0.023q-0.003[25]

164- 6 [8]
5.5•4-1.5•[15]
114- 2 [31]
0.077q-0.013[81]
1.1q-0.2 [24]

PWA
PWB
30ø-50øN PWA
PWB
PTD

0.40-I-0.07[23]
0.534- 0.09[17]
0.634- 0.09[48]
0.51q-0.04[97]
0.314- 0.06[25]

10ø-30øN PWA
PWB
PTD

0.33q-0.02[113] 0.34q-0.02[113] 0.042q-0.00q[118] 11q- 1 [72]
0.24q-0.01[143] 0.35q-0.02[143] 0.063q-0.007[143] 0.49q-0.13[lql]
0.28q-0.06[20] 0.28q-0.0q[20] 0.027q-0.005[20] 13q-8 [19]

10øS-10øN PWA
PWB
PTD

0.32q-0.03[28]
0.254- 0.02[52]
0.28q-0.03[71]

30ø-10øS

PTD

0.31q-0.03[148] 0.35q-0.03[148] 0.049q-0.005[148]

< 30øS

PTD

0.ql q-0.0q[56]

PTP

PTP

PTP
PTP

PTP

......

......

......

0.38q-0.05[28]
0.36q-0.03[52]
0.27q-0.02[71]

......

......

0.0954- 0.014[36]

0.029q- 0.003[qq]

46 4- 12 [q0]

0.0q0q-0.00q[28]
0.018q-0.002[52]
0.028q-0.003[71]

12q-3 [28]
0.99q-0.17[46]
6.5q- 1.6[71]

0.034q- 0.006[43]
0.025q- 0.003 [67]

0.51q-0.06[56]

42 q- 5 [39]

0.059q-0.009[56]
0.015q- 0.006[13]

17 q- q [42]

3.3 q-0.q[143]
7.9 q- 3.3 [65]

1.6q-0.q[53]

2.0 q- 0.6 [13]

Numbersin squarebracketsdenotethe numberof spectraaveragedß
The uncertaintyfiguresare the
standarddeviationdividedby the squarerootof the numberof spectralaverages
for eachspectralbin, which
werethencarriedthroughthesummation
process.
Onlydatafromthealtituderangeof 5-11km wereused.
• 10-6 g2kg-2.

and,-, 23 km
the spectralpowerand slopevaluesin the summary lengthsof ,-, 15 km in the stratosphere
overmountainous
terrainin hightables in section4 coveredthe wavelengthrange of 6- in the troposphere),
60 km, our full spectralresultsfor horizontalvelocity windconditions[Nastromet al., 1987].If a departure
and potentialtemperature,
whichcovereda rangeof froma -5•3 slopewasdueto extraenergyinjectedby
generated
gravitywaves,
thenthelackof
about 0.5-100 km, did not displaysuchbreak points, orographically
with the fact
even at altitudes above 11 km. Note that a subsetof a breakpointin our spectrais consistent
GASPspectradid havesucha breakpoint (at wave- that the PEM flightswereconductedoverthe ocean.

Table8. Spectral
Power
ofOzone,
Methane,
Carbon
Monoxide,
andCarbon
Dioxide
Mixing
RatiosVersusLatitudefor HorizontalWavelengthBetween6 and 60 km

Latitude Mission Po3,ppbv
2
> 50øN

PWA

PWB
30ø-50øN PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
10ø-30øN PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
10øS-10øN PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
30ø-10øS PTD
PTP
< 30øS
PTD
PTP

14 q- 3 [22]

14q-3 [16]
6.7 4- 1.0[51]
52 q- 16[50]
20 4- 5 [22]
4.3 4- 0.9 [22]
6.0 -1-0.5 [95]
7.5 q- 1.7[78]
14q-6 [20]
4.0 q- 1.0[22]
3.6 q-0.3 [22]
11q-5 [all
2.1q-0.2 [69]
1.4-1-0.2 [31]
7.6 + 1.5 [141]
4.3 q- 1.0[55]
30 4- 9 [48]
5.1 4- 1.3 [11]

Pcu4,
ppbv
2

Pco,ppbv
2

......

6.4q-2.4[2]
5.1q-1.8[3]
104- 3 [6]
2.5 4- 0.9 [6]
7.3q-3.4[8]
4.5q-2.7[10]
...
2.94-0.4 [4]
23 4- 3 [7]
28 4- 5 IS]
8.8 -1-1.2[37]
4.1 -1-0.6 [37]
4.2 q-0.6 [21]
3.3 q-0.6 [23]
0.87q-0.28[4] 1.1q-0.5 [4]
8.4 q-4.0 [10]
1.4q-0.5 [14]
1.2q-0.1 [12]
1.64- 0.3 [12]
2.6q-0.q[8]
2.8q-0.6 [16]
1.1q-0.2 [7]
0.53q-0.09[9]
1.9+ 0.2 [8]
2.7 -1-1.0[9]
3.0 + 0.7 [22]
1.2+ 0.4 [24]
5.1 q-O.9[14]
1.5q-O.3[15]
6.3 4- 1.9[12] 21 4- 6 [13]
164- 5 [2]
2.1 4- 0.9 [3]

Pco2,10-3 ppmv
2
ß

•

.

14 q- 4 [3]
+ 7 [6]
30 q- 11 [9]
9.7 q- 2.2 [3]
42 q- 18 [9]
6.9 q- 0.8 [34]
6.5 q- 0.9 [24]
2.8 + 0.S
5.0 q- 1.4 [13]
2.4 4- 0.2 [11]
4.8 + 0.5 [15]
1.3 -t.-0.1 [6]
3.3 4- 0.5 [9]
1.3 -t.-0.1 [19]
2.7 q-0.5 [15]
19 -t.-5 [11]
3.1 -1-1.2 [3]

Numbers
in square
brackets
denotethenumber
of spectra
averaged.
Theuncertainty
figures
arethe
standarddeviationdividedby thesquarerootof thenumberof spectralaverages
for eachspectralbin,
whichwerethencarriedthroughthesummation
process.
Onlydatafromthe altituderangeof 5-11 km
were used.
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Table 9. SpectralSlopeof HorizontalWind, PotentialTemperature,and SpecificHumidity
VersusLatitude for Horizontal WavelengthBetween 6 and 60 km
Latitude

Mission

> 50øN

PWA
PWB
30ø-50øN PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
10ø-30øN PWA
PWB
PTD
rTr
10øS-10øN PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
30ø-10øS PTD
rTr
< 30øS
PTD
PTP

S•

-1.8 q-0.2 [23]
-1.7 q- 0.2 [17]
-2.0 q-0.2 [48]
-1.5 q- 0.1 [97]
-2.3 q- 0.2 [25]
.......
-1.6 q- 0.1 [113]
-1.8 q-0.1•[143]
-2.4 + o.2 [20]
.......
-2.0 4- 0.2 [28]
-2.0 q- 0.2•[52]
-2.1 + o.2 [71]
.......
-2.0 q-0.2 [148]
.......
-2.1 q-0.2 [56]
.......

Sv

So

-1.8 q- 0.4 [23]
-1.9 q- 0.2•[17]
-1.8 4- 0.2 [48]
-1.7 q- 0.1•[97]
-2.4 q- 0.2 [25]

-1.9 q- 0.3 [24]
-2.2 q- 0.a [17]
-1.7 q- 0.2 [50]
-1.9 q- 0.2 [97]
-1.9 q- 0.3 [25]
1.6 q- 0.2 [36]
-1.6 4- 0.2 [113] -1.6 q- 0.1 [118]
-1.9 q- 0.1•[143] -1.8 q- 0.2 [143]
-2.2 + o.2 [20] -1.s + o.2 [20]
1.• q- 0.3 [44]
-1.7 q-0.2 [28] -1.7q-0.2 [28]
-2.2 q- 0.2•[52] -1.4 q- 0.1 [52]
-2.2 + o.2 [71] -1.5 + o.2 [71]
2.2 + O.3[43]
-2.1 q- 0.2 [148] -1.7 q-0.2 [148]
1.• + o.a [•]
-2.4 q-0.2 [56] -2.1q-0.2 [56]
2.2 q- 0.5 [13]

Sq

-1.7 q- 0.3 [8]
-2.9 q- 0.5 [15]
-2.4 q- 0.4 [31]
-2.5 4- 0.3 [81]
-1.8 4- 0.3 [24]
-1.4 q- 0.3 [39]
-2.0 q- 0.2 [72]
-2.6 q- 0.4 [141]
-3.2 + 1.0 [19]
-2.1 q- 0.5 [40]
-2.5 q- 0.4 [28]
-2.5 q- 0.4 [46]
-1.3 + o.3 [71]
-1.s + 0.4 [42]
-1.7 q- 0.2 [143]
-1.5 + 0.• [•5]
-2.0 q- 0.4 [53]
-4.1 + 0.9 [13]

Numbersin squarebracketsdenotethe numberof spectraaveraged.Only data from the altitude
range of 5-11 km were used.
•Goodness-of-fit parameter, Q, less than 0.1.

That the data usedby Bacmeisteret al. [1996]werecollected over both land and ocean is also consistent with

this hypothesis.The situation can alsobe viewed in the
context of the saturated-cascade
gravity-wavetheory in

waveswouldhavehad lesstime to cascadefrom longer
to shorterscalesbeforereachingthe aircraft than if the
waveshad originatedremotely. The break point, which
presumably marks the end of the wave cascadeand the
beginningof a turbulent regime, then would occur at

termsof the cascade"set-uptime" [Dewan,1997]. If
the gravity wavesencounteredby the aircraft predomi- lower wavenumbers for the local-source case than for
nantlyemanatedfrom a localsource(suchasmountains the remote-source
case. Thus, assumingthat gravitydirectlybeneaththe flight path), then the propagating wave sourcesin our case were purely remote, the wave

Table 10. Spectral Slope of Ozone, Methane, Carbon Monoxide, and Carbon Dioxide
Mixing Ratios VersusLatitude for Horizontal WavelengthBetween6 and 60 km
Latitude

Mission

> 50øN

PWA
PWB
30ø-50øN PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
10ø-30øN PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP
10øS-10øN PWA
PWB
PTD
PTP

30ø-10øS

< 30øS

PTD
PTP
PTD
PTP

Sos

SCH4

-1.8 q- 0.3 [22]
-2.4 q- 0.3 [16]
-1.5 q- 0.1 [51]
-2.3 q- 0.4 [50]
-2.2 q- 0.4 [22]
-1.8 q- 0.4 [22]
-1.3 q- 0.1 [95]
-1.8 q- 0.3 [78]
-2.6 q- 0.7 [20]
-1.7 q- 0.4 [22]
-1.4 q- 0.2 [22]
-2.2 q- 0.4 [41]
-1.7 q- 0.2 [69]
-2.1 q- 0.3 [31]

......
-2.6 q- 0.5 [2]
-2.9 q- 0.4 [6]
-2.5 4- 0.6 [8]
....
-1.2 q- 0.3 [7]
-2.6 q- 0.3 [37]
-2.0 4- 0.3 [21]
-2.8 q- 0.2 [4]
-1.8 q- 0.6 [10]
-2.0 q- 0.2 [12]
-2.2 q- 0.4 [8]
-1.9 4- 0.3 [7]
-1.5 q- 0.3 [8]

Sco

Sco2
.

o

o

-2.7 q- 0.5 [3]
-3.1 q- 0.4 [6]
-2.7 q- 0.7 [10]
2.3 q- 0.2 [4]
-1.9 q- 0.3 [8]
-2.6 q- 0.3 [37]
-2.1 q- 0.3 [23]
-1.4 q- 0.2 [4]
-1.9 q- 0.6 [14]
-2.6 4- 0.5 [12]
-1.8 q- 0.3 [16]
-2.0 q- 0.5 [9]
-1.9 q- 0.5 [9]

-2.6 q- 0.4 [3]
-2.5 q- 0.3 [6]
-2.9 q- 0.9 [9]
-2.0 q- 0.3 [3]
-1.7 q- 0.3 [9]
-1.7 q- 0.2 [34]
-1.3 q- 0.2 [24]
-1.7 q- 0.4 [5]
-1.S q- 0.4 [13]
-1.1 q- 0.1 [11]
-0.96 q- 0.15 [15]
-1.5 q- 0.2•[6]
-2.2 q- 0.3 [9]
-1.8 4- 0.2 [141] -2.1 q- 0.3 [22] -2.6 q- 0.5 [24] -1.1 q- 0.1•[19]
-2.0 q- 0.4 [55] -1.5 q- 0.4 [14] -2.4 q- 0.4 [15] -1.5 q- 0.3 [15]
-2.3 q-0.4 [48] -2.1 q- 0.3 [12] -2.4 q-0.4 [13] -2.3 q- 0.4 [11]
-2.3 q- 0.5 [11] -2.2 q- 0.7 [2] -2.3 q- 0.7 •[3] -2.3 q- 0.4•[3]

Numbersin squarebracketsdenotethe numberof spectraaveraged.Only data fromthe altitude
range of 5-11 km were used.
•Goodness-of-fit parameter, Q, less than 0.1.
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cascadewould have "pushed" the spectral break point
to higher wavenumbersthan we were able to measure.
In the upper troposphereour horizontal velocity and
potential temperature spectral powers were greater for
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nonlinear dependenceof the outgoing longwaveradia-

tion (OLR) on relativehumidity [e.g.,Lindzen,1996],
increased water vapor horizontal variance in the upper
troposphere could actually lead to an increase in OLR

latitudes higher than 300, consistentwith both GASP

(moresurfacecooling)even thoughthe mean relative

and the balloon-based

humidity value there might remain the same.
The utility of trace chemical speciesas passive tracers dependson their lifetimes. In the tropospherethe
lifetimes of ozone, methane, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide are about 2 months, 4 years, 4 months,
and 5 years, respectively.Ozone lifetime variesstrongly
with height from less than 1 week in the MBL to
-• 1 year at 10 km, then to shorter times again in the
lower stratosphere where heterogeneousreactions can
enhance the destruction rate. Source variability can

measurements

of Kao and Wen-

dell [1970]. Thus mesoscaleenergy appearedto increase in the extratropics where baroclinic instabilities
are common and geostrophicadjustmentscould generate gravity wavesat the right wavelengths.
In the MBL the horizontal velocity spectral slopesfor

a given campaign were shallowerthan in the free troposphere. It is not surprising that the spectral forms
were different from the free tropospheric case. For example, the gravity-wave spectral theories would not be
applicable within a convective MBL because the unstable conditionswould not support wave propagation.

also introducespatial/temporalvariancein the tracer
spectra unrelated to the backgrounddynamics. For-

In the MBL, small scales(shorter than the thickness tunately, the major sourcesfor thesegases(pollution,
of the mixed surfacelayer) are expectedto be domi- biomassburning, etc.) were on large land massesfar
away from the sampling aircraft, especiallyduring the
PEM Tropics flights. Ozone had other potential sources
such as stratosphericintrusions and lightning, which
made it somewhatlessreliable as a passivescalar. However, due to the more continuoussamplingcapability of
creasedstability extendedthe -5/3 regime to longer the measurementdevices,there were many more ozone
and longer scales [Kaimal et al., 1972; Nicholls and spectra availablefor averaging,leading to better statisnated by three-dimensional turbulence, while wind and
temperature fluctuations at longer scalesprobably result from the distribution of convective plumes. Past
studies have shown that increasedstability reduced the
spectral slopesat those longer length scales,while de-

Readings,1981].For a climatological
studylike ours,a
mixture of stabilityconditionscan be expectedto pro-

tics.

Our ozonespectralslopesdid not depart greatly from
-5/3, which agreedwith the stratosphericresults of
Bacmeisteret al. [1996], but were clearly different
this was due to the different instruments
used for the
from the GASP troposphericozonespectra,which had
different campaignsand their different sensitivities,ac- slopesabout -1 for wavelengths
below 100 km [Nascuracies,and responsetimes. However,as noted before, trom et al., 1986]. This was very curiousbecauseour
water vapor is not a conservativetracer, and the for- horizontal velocity and potential temperature spectra
mation of clouds and precipitation is expected to intro- agreedbetter with the GASP spectra. Both Gage and
duce a composite slope.
The resultsfor specifichumidity varied widely. Partly

duce large changesin humidity variability. This probably explains the drop off in humidity variance with
height above the MBL, with fewer cloud patchesforming at the higher altitudes. Source variability would
have also played a role. The most dramatic example of
variability in the humidity spectral power was the much

higher valuesmeasuredduring PWA than during the

Nastrom[1986]and Bacmeisteret al. [1996]had difficulty explaining the difference in slope between their
respective dynamical and tracer spectra. The latter
used a model

of advection

across the

mean

vertical

tracer gradient by gravity waves to get the horizontal
wavenumber spectrum for a passive,conservativescalar

mixingratio,X: (I,x(k)= (;•z/N)2elh,
v(k), whereN is

other campaigns. We attribute this differenceto PWA the Brunt-V•iis•il•i frequency, ;•z is the mean vertical
having been conducted during the fall in the western scalargradient, and (Ih,v(k) is the horizontalvelocity
Pacific when convective storms and tropical cyclones variance spectrum. Quasi two-dimensional turbulence

were active. (In fact, one of the PWA flightssampled theory alsopredictsthe samespectralslope,-5/3, for
airflowin the vicinity of a supertyphoon[Newellet al., the velocity and tracer spectra in the inverse-energy1996a].) As for the GASP results,we cannotmake a cascaderegime [Lesieurand Herring, 1985], so both
comparison with them becausetheir spectra were limited to wavelengthsgreater than 100 km. Although not
so useful as a tracer for dynamical studies, the statistics
of water vapor distribution as characterized by these
spectra should becomeimportant as chemistsbegin to
parameterize subgrid-scaleprocessesinto their models.
Also, the knowledgeof spatial variability of water vapor is crucial, especiallyin the upper tropospherewhere
it can have an impact on the global radiative balance

theories predict that the tracer horizontal wavenumber
spectral form shouldbe the same as that for the horizontal velocity. Overall, our results agreed fairly well with
this prediction, especiallyfor the tracers ozone and carbon dioxide. However, for the gravity-wave advection

[e.g., Udelhofenand Hartmann, 1995]. Becauseof the

of tracer laminae throughoutthe troposphere[Newell

model,as Bacmeisteret al. [1996]pointedout, the vertical gradientsof tracer gasesare often highly structured
due to the existenceof thin layers and filaments. The
PEM measurementshave certainly revealed a plethora
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½tal., 1996b; Wu ½tal., 1997;$tollcr et al., this issue].
Stochastically,these thin structures themselvesintroduce a scale dependence,so departures from a strict
similarity of spectralforms betweenvelocity and scalar
quantitiescan be expectedfor the gravity-wavemodel.
This may be one of the reasonsfor the greater variability of our tracer spectral slopesrelative to the velocity
spectra.

We had lessdata on the other trace gases,CHa, CO,
and CO2, becauseof calibration data gaps. Spectral
slope,the key parameter, rangedfairly widely, but they
were clearly steeper than the -1 ozone spectral slope

of Nastromet al. [1986]. Carbon dioxide(the tracer
with the longestlifetime)had the least-varyingspectral
slopesacrossaltitudes(Table6), with valuesinclusiveof
-5/3 within their uncertaintyboundsfor spectralaveragesgreater than 4; so, again, the tracer spectralforms
generallyagreedwith the horizontal velocity spectral
form.

The general tendency for the tracer spectral powers
to increase

with

latitude

confirmed

a similar

trend

WAVENUMBER
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sistent with either model and were difficult to explain.
In this study we did not observeslopesconsiderably

steeperthan -5/3 in the horizontal velocity spectra
that would be consistentwith buoyancy-modifiedthreedimensionalturbulence. In general our results were
consistentwith the gravity-wavetheories[e.g., Gardner, 1994; Dewan, 1997] and quasi two-dimensional
turbulence [Gage, 1979; Lilly, 1983; Mahalov et al.,
1998]. In subsequentpaperswe will analyzethe relationships between the various spectral quantities to
addressthe question of what processesgenerate the
observedwavenumberspectra as well as perform case
studies during specificsets of ambient conditions. In
particular, for the next article, we will examineDopplershifting effects on the velocity spectra and check for
polarizationrelationsbetweenu and v usingStokesparameter analysis. Thus, in the secondpaper of this
series, we will focus on comparing the predictionsof
the gravity-wave and quasi two-dimensionalturbulence
theorieswith observationallyderived quantities.

ob-
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servedin the GASP velocity [Nastromand Gage,1985]
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of our results acrossthe different species,instruments,
and platforms gave us an extra measure of confidence
in our spectral trends. In light of the similarity of spectral forms betweenthe dynamical spectra and the tracer
spectra, the latitudinal trend in the tracer variance was
alsoprobably the result of a similar trend in the velocity
spectral power.
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